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Political parties -
an obstacle to
reconciliation?
Zubeida Jaffer

Political parties need to navigate the South African
mind with care!

The SA Reconciliation Barometer results identify a
disturbing trend! Close to ten years after our first
democratic elections" the conduct of political parties
has once again popped up onto the radar screen!
While race has often been central to the debate
around reconciliation in the country" class has pipped
it to the post with political parties coming a close
second!

A number of the thoughtful pieces by leading political
analysts on these pages rightly point to the “silly
season” as causative! We are in a pre#election phase
with many politicians spending considerable time in
different constituencies! The recent clash between
DA and ANC supporters in Khayelitsha in the Cape
is an early warning sign that citizens may interpret
the hostility between their parties as permission to
choose violence as an option to resolve conflict! In
the coming months" it will continue to be an
important challange for those committed to
democratic transformation!

While this “silly season” could be a prime factor" local
government politics may also have been contributory!
In the past two years there has been a greater focus
on implementing local policies that impact on service
delivery! Anecdotal evidence suggests that local
representatives often disagree about the provision
of basic services when they believe that one or other
party may be able to take the credit! Instead of finding
ways to collaborate in the interests of the local
community" politicians often have to consider the
impact of their decisions on the popularity of their
party! On the eve of the elections" this has become
an even greater pressure!

To some extent this is an inevitability! The political
system is structured in such a way that competition
between the different parties is to be expected and
often welcomed! However" it is a fine line they tread
– a fine line between party self#interest and local
interest that dictates a strong need for reconciliation
politics!

These survey results should act as a warning! May
all those concerned pause and consider how
competitive politics has to" in the end" be non#
combative in the interests of healing the South African
mind and delivering basic services to all!

Zubeida Jaffer is a political analyst at the Institute
for Justice and Reconciliation.
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Party politics dividing
south africa - major
survey finding
Karin Lombard

Twenty two percent of South Africans see the division
between different political parties as the largest facing
South African society today! Only class is more
frequently identified as the primary division!

This is the startling finding of the first round of the
SA Reconciliation Barometer" a longitudinal public
opinion research project launched by the Institute
for Justice and Reconcil iation this year !

This survey" conducted in April and May $%%&"
involved face#to#face interviews with a representative
sample of & '() South Africans! Respondents were
interviewed in the language of their choice" by an
interviewer of the same race as themselves! Interviews
were conducted in metropolitan and non#
metropolitan areas" including informal settlements
and deep rural areas! The survey complied with all
the usual scientific requirements and the results
provide a highly representative basis for describing
South African opinions!  The specific question was:
‘What" in your experience" is the biggest division in
South Africa today?’ In this structured questionnaire
item" respondents were offered a set of six possible
answers" from which they had to choose one!
From the data it is clear that class divisions are an
increasingly salient (and visible) problem for South
Africans! With the country’s inequality rating as one
of the worst in the world" this is hardly surprising!

Moreover" a growing body of research" notably by
Nattrass and Seekings" is showing that the racial
composition of the middleclass is rapidly diversifying"
indicating that" contrary to past experience where
race and class lines were practically overlapping" a
clear differentiation between the two is developing!

It would appear that South Africa is still a country of
two nations" the only difference being that today the
one nation is relatively racially diverse and well off"
and the other is still black and poor!

Far more surprisingly" divisions between political
parties are the second most frequently mentioned
rift" surpassing even divisions between South Africans
of different races!

How do so many ordinary South Africans come to
the conclusions that political parties are the biggest
division today?Certainly the answer in KwaZulu#
Natal is clear! The ANC and IFP" and the various layers
of division they have come to represent" have been
waging a low intensity conflict for some time now!
Instances of almost incomprehensible violence
regularly steal newspaper headlines!
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?Something to think about…

Ful ly  *&+  o f  South  Afr i cans  th ink  i t  i s
just if ied to resort  to violent means "  l ike
taking hostages or damaging property "  i f
the  government  does  not  protect  the i r
human rights !
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A breakdown of the data according to provincial
boundaries reveals that KwaZulu#Natal certainly has
the highest number of respondents believing political
party divisions are the most prominent facing the
nation today! In fact" in Kwazulu#Natal" &$+ of the
population feel political party divisions are the most
important" compared to a smaller $(+ who feel class
divisions are most important!

But KwaZulu#Natal is not the only province in which
political party divisions are more frequently selected
than class divisions! In Mpumalanga race ($,+) is
most frequently mentioned as the biggest divide"
followed by political
parties ($&+) and
then class ($*+)! In
t h e  F r e e  S t a t e
pol i t ica l  part ies
(&%+) are most
frequently identified
as demarcating the
b i g g e s t  l i n e  o f
divisions" followed by
HIV/Aids  s tatus
($-+) and finally by
class ($$+)!
These data raise the
question whether
the intensity of
accusations" slander
and very publ ic
infighting between political parties has driven a
substantial portion of the South African population
to the point at which party affiliations demarcate
the leader’s battle lines?

Or has the conflict between political parties already
moved from the level of the elite to the electorate!
A recent request by the DA for an investigation into
the cause of a Khayelitsha fire that ravaged the home
of the leader of a recently established DA Branch"
following threats by ANC members" suggests this
could be the case!

Alternatively" one could argue that political parties
are" in fact" representing racial and class interests!
Further data from the SA Reconciliation Barometer
reveal that fully '%+ of South Africans could not
conceive of ever belonging to a political party in
which their own race group did not dominate!

The question whether South African elections
represent a racial census" whereby South Africans
largely vote along racial lines" has stirred considerable
debate! Although more and more political analysts
are asserting that" particularly in the *((( elections"
the outcome was certainly not simply the result of

a racial or ethnic census" the SA Reconciliation
Barometer data does suggest that the salience of
race" and probably ever more importantly" that which
it represents" should not be underestimated!

The data suggests that the people themselves are
seeing the dynamics of the nature of national societal
divisions shifting! With a recent Department of Health
report estimating that the number of HIV#positive
people in South Africa grew by *$+ between $%%*
and $%%$" and a recent report by Global Insight
contending that the poverty rate in South Africa rose
from '*+ in *((, to '(+ in $%%*" class# and HIV/Aids#

 orientated divisions
wi l l  undeniab ly
present a growing
challenge to societal
cohesion and the
n a t i o n #b u i l d i n g
project! At the same
time"  the recent
rugby world cup
row" and the nation’s
reactions to it" prove
that racial barriers
a r e  n o t  y e t
inconsequential in
the  new South
Africa!

But"  these three
divisions stem from larger societal problems! The
‘softer’ task of seeking reconciliation between the
rich and the poor" black and white and the infected
and non#infected cannot occur without addressing
the ‘harder’ actual roots of these social ills – reducing
poverty" confronting a legacy of apartheid and
preventing and treating HIV/Aids!

How to address the divisions between political parties"
however" remains a mystery!

Karin Lombard is Project Co-ordinator of the SA
Reconciliation Barometer at the Institute for Justice
and Reconciliation.

Question asked: What, in your experience, is the biggest division in South Africa today?

Don’t know

Between South Africans of different
language groups.

Between Black, White, Coloured and
Indian South Africans

Between members of different
religions

Between those living with HIV / Aids
& the rest of the community

Between the poor and wealthy

Between different political parties

Percentage of Respondants (%)

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35
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Race, class and … party
politics in south africa:
the expanding big league
of divisive factors
Susan Booysen

Class and race" traditionally the undisputed primary
causes of divisions in South Africa" have been joined
by a third big league factor  ## political parties!

A recent survey for the Institute for Justice and
Reconciliation" polling a national sample of
approximately &-%%" shows the primacy of the
divisions between the poor and the middle classes!
Extensive poverty and persistent economic inequality
lead to class overwhelming being posted as the factor
that most divides South Africans today! Close on its
heels" however" are the divisions between ‘Black"
White" Coloured and Indian South Africans’" as well
and the divisions between South Africa’s political
parties!

Two threads bind together the rest of this analysis!
First" the article explores the rankings that the survey
participants afforded six possible divisive factors ##
class" race" political parties" HIV#Aids" religion and
language! Second" it zooms in on the negative
association that political parties have earned!

Economic inequality was identified by &%+ of all
South Africans as the most divisive factor! The division
between different political parties was second on
$$+" and the ‘divisions between Black" White"
Coloured and Indian South Africans’ emerged as the
third most prevalent factor ($%+)! A scanning of the
findings reveals diverging worlds of divisions in South
Africa’s racially defined groups!

Black#African South Africans experience class and
political parties as significantly more divisive than
the other groups! For Black South Africans" race is
**+ less of a divisive factor than class! For both Black
and ‘Coloured’ South Africans" class is much more
divisive than the rest of the factors! White South
Africans" however" rate class and race as about equally
divisive" with only one percent separating the two
issues! In contrast" ‘Coloured’ South Africans
experience class also almost doubly as divisive as race
(&.+ versus $*+)! Overall" therefore class is stridently
ahead of race in the ‘contest’ of divisions as

experienced by South Africans in $%%&!

The fourth factor in the respective line#ups narrates
the tragedy of emerging new divisions in life in South
Africa! The division between ’those living with
HIV/Aids (and other infectious diseases) and the rest
of the community’ amongst the Black#African
respondents was on par with divisions that they
experience due to race! The other racial categories
afforded less value to HIV/Aids! Yet" in all instances
it is ranked in the fourth position! The survey also
showed that language and religion are quite far behind
the rest in this six#item list of divisive factors!

The appearance of political parties on the blacklist
of divisive factors is a compelling development!
Political parties appear to have been expelled from
the echelon of virtuous institutions and processes"
and relegated into the category of the ‘cause’ of
problems! Far from being symbols of the revered
system of multiparty politics" and mechanisms for
the representation of the citizens of South Africa ##
in effect" organisations that ought to assist in the
transformation of conflict" ‘divisions between political
parties’ now rate amongst the factors that most divide
South Africans!

What might be the cause of this complication? It
should be noted that the survey was conducted in
close proximity to the $%%& defection debacle! In this
period" defections in parliament and several provincial
legislatures not only significantly rearranged the
party political landscape" but also elicited an
unparalleled barrage of attacks and counter#attacks
between the parties! Brinkmanship politics in
KwaZulu#Natal "  and ‘takeover by alliance
manufacturing’ in the Western Cape and Cape Town
Unicity" certainly contributed to the negative
assessment of political parties! As did opposition party
protests about their removal from (inflated) positions
of power! In the process" ‘opportunism’ and ‘political
expediency’ became conceptual adjuncts to ‘political
parties’!

W h i t e %

TOP FOUR DIVISIONS IN SOUTH AFRICA

B l a c k % C o l o u r e d %

Class 29

Pol i t ica l  par t ies 24

Race 18

HIV /  AIDS 17

Class 37

Race 21

Pol i t ica l  par t ies 20

HIV /  AIDS 10

Class 29

Race 28

Pol i t ica l  par t ies 21

HIV /  AIDS  9
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The first half of $%%& saw a war of party repositioning
in the preparation for the $%%' elections ## in which
all of the parties heartily participated" and their
supporters and constituencies were hardly consulted!
The survey results suggest that South African citizens
and voters were the silent casualties" becoming
annoyed and disappointed" and feeling marginalised!
It is possible that this downward consignment of
political parties constitutes a form of ‘voter revenge’
against political parties in general!

Time will tell whether the divisive rating of political
parties has been a period effect" or whether it will
persevere! Period effect implies that a portion of the
condemnation might wear off! However" the high
associated percentages that political parties earned
themselves across income and racial categories"
provinces" and the urban#rural divide" suggest that
this ranking is here to stay" for a considerable time!

Instead of whitewashing it" political parties should
endeavour taking corrective and compensatory action!
At stake is the role of political parties as one of the
central mechanisms of competitive" vibrant multiparty
democracy in South Africa!

Professor Booysen is a Research Consultant,
Johannesburg, and Professor of Political Studies,
University of Port Elizabeth

22% of South Africans said that the biggest
division in SA today is between political parties.
How would you interpret this?

Well it must be remembered that it is election time"
so political parties are particularly antagonistic
towards each other! But essentially the central divide
in the country remains one between the rich and the
poor and it would be ideal if political parties could
rather take up this challenge!
Mary Burton, former TRC Commissioner.

In many African Countries this is also becoming a
fact! People are becoming less and less trusting of
parties" partly because the difference in ideological
positions that inform the parties are becoming
increasingly smaller!
Dani Nabudere, Executive Director, Afrika Study
Center, Mbale, Uganda.

Parties really have very little choice" they are setting
up a democracy" and it is difficult to set up a
democracy in the Western model" within a framework
of opposing parties! I hope that one day we will have
a party willing to look back into the pain of the past!
Russel Botman, Vice-Rector, University of
Stellenbosch.

Verbatim

Grogan
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The anc misses a trick

Vincent Maphai

In South Africa" race and class intersect!  It is largely"
though not exclusively" black people who are poor!
Consequently" the survey findings identifying the
difference between rich and poor as a stumbling
block to reconciliation may be as much about class
as they are about race!

The second major source of problems was surprisingly
given as differences between political parties!  In the
early nineties such a finding would have sounded
plausible!  The intense conflict between the ANC and
the IFP at the time could rightly be described as a
low#scale civil war!  Yet" since *((' and after the
$%%% elections" the ANC and IFP have constituted
the core of the government of national unity!  While
the normal parliamentary banter between the two
parties has sometimes been acrimonious" there has
been nothing remotely resembling the deep hostility
of the early nineties!

Yet" when one considers all the parties" this finding
is not as far#fetched as it appears at face value!  This
is particularly so when one considers the relationship
between the ANC and the DA!  British style"
confrontational politics in a country with a history
of serious group#based mutual suspicion" can be
perilous in the early stages of democratisation!  This
is because parties are" rightly or wrongly" perceived
to represent historical group interests" the new
dispensation notwithstanding!  From this viewpoint"
the ANC" IFP and PAC are seen as nothing other than
parties representing black interests!  The same applies
to the DA in respect of white interests!  The NNP is
seen as oscillating between Afrikaner and coloured
interests!   In short" non#racialism is a dream ## an
aspiration but certainly not a reality!

If this analysis correctly explains the real meaning of
the survey responses" then race" once again" was the
driver of the respondents’ perceptions!  In this survey"
the notions of “class” and  “political party” then
ultimately translate into “racial group”!  In other
words" the respondents may simply have perceived
political parties as aggregates for racial or even ethnic
interests" where parties like the IFP are seen as
essentially Zulu institutions!

This interpretation is supported by the policies"
conduct and style of the official opposition party"

the DA" and especially its leader Tony Leon!  It is
interesting that the DA is the only party that seldom"
if ever" calls for national reconciliation!  Instead" the
party defines its core identity in terms of “opposition”
to the ruling party" the ANC!  Since Leon became the
party leader in *(('" the DA has firmly reinforced
this cardinal point of departure! The party’s “Fight
back” slogan in the *((' elections seemed a clarion
call back to *(')" especially given the DA’s landslide
victory within the white constituency!  The belligerent
and finger#wagging style of its leader is reminiscent
of the  P W Botha baasskap days!  No wonder that
there are not many parties to the right of the DA!

Since *((' the DA has opposed virtually every piece
of legislation including" if not especially" that designed
to remove the last vestiges of apartheid!  Indeed"
Leon’s style of treating Parliament as a high school
debating society creates the impression that he
trivializes the New Order and its institutions!  In other
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?Something to think about…

$,+  of  South Afr icans  report  that  they
never talk to people of other races on an
a v e r a g e  d a y  o f  t h e  w e e k "  w h i l s t  ',+
assert  that  they never  ta lk  to  people  of
other  races  in  soc ia l  s i tuat ions  in  the i r
h o m e s  o r  t h e  h o m e s  o f  f r i e n d s !
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words" the DA can be seen as behaving like a rugby
team that relies exclusively on spoiling tactics!   This
is evident when the party’s leader is extolled with
glee by a member of the neo#Nazi Afrikaner
Weerstand Beweging as someone who can properly
“sort out the kaffirs”!  What South Africa needs
urgently is a strong opposition party with a wider
vision than simply attacking the ruling party!  Such
an opposition party has regrettably yet to see the
light of day!

Similarly" the ANC’s policies and style can also
reinforce racial stereotypes!  Sometimes it does take
the DA’s bait with greater seriousness than is
necessary!  When individuals in the ANC resort to
blanket accusations of white racism" the party appears
to depart from its tradition of non#racialism!  In
particular" using racism as a defence mechanism is a
sign of political immaturity!  This is as far as style
goes!

In terms of policy" the ANC’s affirmative action policy
reinforces perceptions of the ANC as a party with
primarily black" rather than national" interests at
heart!   This policy is encapsulated in two pieces of
legislation" namely the Employment Equity Act and
the Black Economic Empowerment Act!  The majority
of those who are not black oppose affirmative action
on moral" political and emotional grounds!  Not
surprisingly" blacks hugely embrace the policy!

Affirmative action is a double#edged sword!  Either
way it generates racial resentment" which could easily
lead to political instability!  While affirmative action
threatens most “non#blacks”" its absence would enrage
a substantial number of blacks!  In many ways"
affirmative action constitutes a viable alternative to
nationalization or what has been emotively described
as “land grabs”!  The policy should" however" be
instituted as a temporary bridging mechanism while
the country limps towards a stable democracy!  There
is nothing wrong in principle with this policy!  If
anything" it is a political imperative!  Where the ANC
missed a trick" was in its failure to place a definite
sunset clause on this policy!  If it remains a permanent
feature of South African society" it becomes totally
indefensible!

This survey reminds us how race" like a virus" will
persist in our political system for years to come!  Two
factors in particular can lead to racial conflict!  One
is a persistent sense of social injustice and the other
is political leadership with tunnel vision !

Dr Maphai is a former Professor of Politics at the
University of the Western Cape and outgoing
chairperson of the SABC.
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Race, class or hiv/aids?
Nicoli Nattrass

The most recent SA Reconciliation Barometer survey
reveals that &%+ of South Africans considered the
division between rich and poor to be more important
than other divisions – including that between the
races!

This is consistent with evidence showing the declining
importance of race in driving income distribution!
According to census data" the white share of income
dropped from .*+ in *(.% to -$+ in *((," whereas
the African share of income rose from $%+ to &,+
over the same period!  The rising proportion of
Africans in the richest ten percent of the population
is one indication of this!

Table * below provides information on the
decomposition of the Gini coefficient" which measures
inequality! The closer the coefficient is to *" the more
extreme the income inequality! Since *(.-" the
contribution of ‘between#[racial]group’ inequality to
overall inequality has fallen sharply" whereas
inequality ‘within#[racial]groups’ has risen!

But who are these people who highlighted class
divisions over other possible understandings?
Preliminary data analysis reveals some interesting
pointers" but a lot more research is required!

Statistical analysis reveals that individual
characteristics like age" education" monthly household
income" labour#market status (unemployed or not)

and area of residence (in cities or elsewhere) had no
significant impact on whether people selected class
or another answer!  Instead" two attitudinal variables
showed up as significant!

The first attitudinal variable tries to capture how
comfortable people are with racial mixing!  The
hypothesis is that those who are more comfortable
are more likely to select class as the major division!
This characteristic was proxied by the answer given
by respondents to a question asking them how they
would feel about a close relative marrying someone
from a different racial group!  As may have been
expected" people who were more comfortable about
racial mixing were significantly more likely to select
class as the major division!

The second attitudinal question concerns whether
people attribute income differences under apartheid
to the educational disadvantages suffered by Africans!
The hypothesis is that people who adopt such a
perspective have implicitly adopted a class#based

understanding of the nature of apartheid#driven
disadvantage" and hence are likely to carry through
this understanding to the current situation!  Analysis
revealed that this variable was also significant!

Source: Whiteford and Van Seventer (2000) and Seekings et al (2003).

Censuses Income & Expenditure
Surveys

1975  (%) 1991  (%) 1996  (%) 1995  (%)     2000  (%)
Richest income decile
White 95 83 65 74 61
African 2 9 22 18 25
Other 3 7 12 8 14
Total 100 100 100 100 100

Gini coefficients for distribution of
household income
White 0.36 0.46 0.50 0.44 0.46
African 0.47 0.62 0.66 0.56 0.61
Coloured 0.51 0.52 0.56 0.50 0.55
Asian 0.45 0.49 0.52 0.47 0.50
All of South Africa 0.68 0.68 0.69 0.65 0.70

Table 1.  The Declining impact of Racial Inequality in South Africa
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Race was also a significant predictor" with Africans
being less likely to select class than non#Africans!
Introducing variables for different African language
groups" however makes no difference to the
significance of the black variable!

However" it would be a mistake to assume that there
is a homogenous ‘black’ response!  As table $ shows"
responses differ sharply between members of different
African language groups!  As would be expected" given
the strong political competition in Kwa#Zulu Natal"
Zulu speakers are far more likely to select political
difference as the key division in society !
It is interesting that almost as many Africans
highlighted the division between people living with

HIV/AIDS and those not infected with the virus" as
highlighted differences between racial groups!  The
AIDS pandemic is clearly affecting perceptions of
social solidarity in ways that have yet to be
appreciated by the research community or political
leaders!   South Africans" and particularly the majority
African population" clearly believe that racial divisions
are less salient than other divisions (such as class and
political competition)" and that emerging divisions
wrought by the AIDS pandemic are making their
presence felt!

Professor Nattrass is the Director of the Centre
for Social Science Reseach at the University of
Cape Town.

Table 2. South African’s Perceptions of Primary Divisions in the Country by Language Group
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Political parties - will
they help divide or
reconcile?
Judith February

As South Africa moves towards *% years of democracy"
it is apt to review how far we have come and what
challenges remain!  The recent South African Human
Rights Commission 'th Report on Social and Economic
rights paints a bleak picture and speaks to the
enormous challenges of delivery and empowerment
facing us! Census $%%* figures released recently also
indicated clearly the progress that has been made
with regard to delivery of socio#economic rights but
also revealed that there are several areas in which
we are still lacking! In the most recent GCIS *% year
review" government acknowledges that the
dichotomy between its influence and power often
makes the task of governing fraught! It is tempting
to view the democratic glass as half#empty!

The setting up of the structures of formal democracy
with reasonable success however speaks to the
positive developments that surround the maturation
of democratic politics in South Africa! The country
has a progressive Constitution backed by a
Constitutional Court" which has also shown itself to
be thoughtful and unbiased in its judgments!

The nagging question is whether the formal
institutions of democracy will be able to withstand
the pressures of burgeoning inequality? It seems to
have become a world#wide trend in many countries
that democracy" once won" often fails to deliver to
citizens in accordance with their expectations!

It is against this back#drop that the recent findings
of the SA Reconciliation Barometer must be
considered!

 Across racial lines" the majority of people said that
the greatest division was “the division between poor
and middle income/wealthy South Africa”!
Surprisingly" the second greatest division was
perceived as being “the division between different
political parties" like the ANC and IFP”!

The Census $%%* figures as well as the SAHRC report
of April this year" indicate that delivery has been
uneven and that poverty remains one of the greatest
threats to our democracy! The GCIS ten#year review
tells us that between *((- and $%%$ the number of
unemployed people grew by $!' million! There has
been a marked increase in social security indicating
a greater government focus on the alleviation of
poverty!  In addition" Black Economic Empowerment
[BEE] has created an increasing black middle class
or what the ruling party has often referred to as the
“middle strata”! A recent report by Statistics South
Africa underpins the President’s theory that South
Africa is comprised of “two nations”!  The one" the
more privileged" is likely to be deracialised with the
inclusion of black entrepreneurs" professionals and
middle classes!  The second nation" however" is
marginalized" disempowered and Black" and is likely
to remain thus!

It therefore comes as no surprise that the division
between the poor and middle income/wealthy South
Africans is keenly felt across race groups! An
interesting aspect of the survey is that amongst
Coloureds and Indians the class divide was felt more
keenly" with &,!,+ of Coloureds and &'!*+ of Indians
seeing the division between poor and middle
income/wealthy South Africans as the primary division
as opposed to $(!)+ of Blacks and $(!%+ of Whites!

This could be attributed to the fact that post#*(('
these racial groupings have often articulated that
they feel marginalized" particularly when it comes to
matters of employment equity and black economic
empowerment measures put in place by the state!
Whether this is empirically true or not" the perception
remains that they are economically worse#off after
post#*(('! Officially" of course" the government policy
is that the term “black” ought to be interpreted
broadly and in fact includes Coloureds and Indians!

Of greater interest" perhaps" is that the respondents
# across the race groups # perceive divisions between
political parties as the second greatest division!
Political parties in South Africa are often" however"
perceived as representing class interests !

The ANC" for example" represents a largely Black
constituency" which is poor and marginalised" while
at the same time it represents the new Black middle
class!

Opposition parties such as the DA represent largely
white [more economically prosperous] communities
despite the attempts by its leadership to change this!

In addition" the remainder of opposition parties such
as the IFP and ACDP represent largely black
communities# mostly poor" and as in the case of the
IFP" a large rural constituency! As a result of the co#
incidence of race and class in South Africa" the divide
is often further borne out by which political party
one chooses to belong to or to vote for!

In KwaZulu#Natal there are deep differences between
the ANC and the IFP! For many respondents"
knowledge of the conflict in that province may have
influenced their response!  After *(('" the province
has been the subject of an uneasy truce between the
ANC and the IFP" often requiring national leaders
like Jacob Zuma and Mangosothu Buthelezi to step
in!  Within the provincial legislature there have been
several instances in which the ANC and the IFP have
been divided! Premier Mtshali’s firing of several ANC
MEC’s is a case in point" as well as the ongoing division
between the IFP and the ANC on the vexed question
of traditional leadership! With elections coming up
in $%%'" the differences which arise from political
party divisions are far more stark! In addition"
electioneering has informally begun with elected
representatives already spending far greater time
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within their constituencies!  The results may thus
point to people being more keenly aware of the divide
across political parties at this time!

The Western Cape is another province where political
party differences are pointed! The province" never a
“shoo#in” for any party" has shifted coalition
governments several times since *(('!  The strategy
of all the major parties has been to vie for the working
class Coloured vote!  In this sort of environment
where there is a rush for votes" parties themselves
are often perceived as a repository for certain class
interests!

If one analyses the coincidence between race and
class in South Africa" as well as the class interests
which political parties are perceived to represent"
then perhaps the SA Reconciliation Barometer results
are not as surprising as at first glance!

In South Africa" however" the ever#widening gap
between rich and poor is cause for concern particularly
given its coincidence with race!  This has the potential
not only to spill over into racial conflict but also to
undo the “miracle” of *(('! The message this survey
therefore sends to those in power is that South
Africans expect their democracy to deliver and they
see political parties as crucial to both delivery and
reconciliation!  Political parties" far from being
irrelevant therefore represent a way for citizens to
mobilize for their rights and could play a decisive role
in bringing about true reconciliation amongst South
Africans!

?
Something to think about…

A s  a  w h o l e  '-+  o f  S o u t h  A f r i c a n s  a r e
optimistic  about their  future safety !  But
a  rac ia l  breakdown of  the  data  revea l s
that  whi lst  -'+  of  Black South Afr icans
are optimist ic "  only *'+  of  White South
Africans are !

www ! i j r !org !za

?Something to think about…

More than two #thirds  of  South Afr icans
approve of  their  chi ldren s itt ing next  to
members of  other race groups at  school "
b u t  o n l y  - &+  a p p r o v e  o f  l i v i n g  i n
n e i g h b o u r h o o d s  w h e r e  m o r e  t h a n  h a l f
the i r  ne ighbours  are  members  of  other
race groups !
www ! i j r !org !za

The question is whether" ahead of elections $%%'"
political parties are prepared to pick up the challenge
of being agents of reconciliation in a country still
much#divided by race" class and political affiliation?

Judith February is the head of the Political
Information & Monitoring Service - South Africa
at Idasa.

Verbatim

I don’t see any significant broad differences between
political parties" there is" in fact" a broad degree of
consensus between parties! Although in some areas"
such as in Northern KwaZulu#Natal" there is certainly
much less tolerance between party supporters!

Tom Lodge, Professor of Political Studies,
University of Witwatersrand.

This is another legacy of the past! Political parties
have been drawing support from racially divided
terrain! It’s a known fact that a popular party like the
PAC will never get a full house in a typical Pretoria
suburb dominated by Whites!

Lethlapha Mphahlele, Former APLA Commander.



THE SA
RECONCILIATION BAROMETER
TRACKING SOCIO #POLITICAL TRENDS

T h e  R e c o n c i l i a t i o n  B a r o m e t e r  p r o j e c t  o f  t h e  I n s t i t u t e  f o r  J u s t i c e  a n d
R e c o n c i l i a t i o n  i s  a  l o n g i t u d i n a l  s t u d y  t h a t  m o n i t o r s  t h e  r e c o n c i l i a t i o n
p r o c e s s !  T h r o u g h  r e g u l a r  a u d i t s  o f  a c t u a l  s o c i a l "  p o l i t i c a l  a n d  e c o n o m i c
transformation;  b i #annual  nat ional  surveys  and ongoing anecdotal  analys is
of  soc io #pol i t ica l  t rends "  the  Barometer  seeks  to  f ind  some answers  to  the
q u e s t i o n  o f  h o w  t h e  c o u n t r y ’ s  r e c o n c i l i a t i o n  p r o c e s s  i s  g o i n g !

For  further  informat ion contact :  Kar in  Lombard
Tel :  /$.  ($*)  ,-(  .*$%  Fax:  /$.  ($*)  ,-(  .*&)  or
E #mai l :  i j r@grove !uct !ac !za
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The 2002 IJR Reconciliation Award was given to Sibongile Khumalo
and PJ Powers

THE BOEREMAG

Rightwing fundamentalists have a very powerful need to reintroduce “mythology” and religiosity into this modern
world! Siener van Rensburg is brought back from the turn of the century and meaning is given to his vision! Western
secular culture with its ideals of democracy" tolerance and human rights for all has left some people with a numbing
loss of identity and feeling of helplessness! These people need their God" his prophets and commandments to make
sense of their lives" because society is no longer giving them that security!

To illustrate just how traumatic and distressing these political changes were for some Afrikaners or Boere" I will quote
one of the members of the Boeremag currently on trial for High Treason: “We were on the Angolan border! The Kapelaan
or chaplain was praying and calling on God to bless our mission! Our mission was to go and kill as many communist#
kaffers – the enemies of our beloved country South Africa and South#West Africa! The commander and the chaplain
reassured us that going on this cross border attack is the will of God; that the whole country is praying for us “die
manne op die grens” every day! We were confident" man – our cause was right; we were actively serving our country"
but we were also doing God’s will! We left the parade ground and for days and days and days non#stop" we tracked and
killed kaffers! We burnt down villages; slaughtered the communists in the name of our God who blessed us; for the
love of our country! We came back from that mission and stood on that very same parade ground" weeks later" and

This is an extract of a paper written by Pearlie
Joubert, who spent considerable time this
year interviewing selected members of the
Boeremag. This paper was delivered at the
Religion, Identity and Violence Conference
hosted by the Institute for Justice and
Reconciliation in Cape Town. To read the full
paper or find out more about the conference
see www.ijr.org.za.

that very same commanding officer and that
very same chaplain told us: Sorry manne"
those kaffers are not the enemy anymore!
They are going to govern this country soon!
Pack up your kit and guns" there is no enemy
anymore! That moment  my whole life
became shit! I became a killer! Yesterday I
was a blessed soldier" fighting a righteous
cause; shooting each bullet with the blessing
of our political  leaders AND God !
Today I was just a common killer! A shit!”


